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Behavior Rubric 1st consequence 2nd consequence Jrd consequence 

Unprepared for learning 
including but not limited to: 
laptop not in class: battery 
uncharged missing accessories 

Office or classroom 
detention(s) 
Call/notify home 

Refusal to follow directions 
including but not limited to: 
On computer without 
permission; off-task computer 

ark; online/onsites without 
permission 

eacherconsequence 
Call/notify home 
Possible restriction of 
echnology privileges 

Either /and/or: 
Office detention(s) 
Restriction of technology 

rivileges 
Call/notify home 
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4th consequence 

Either /and/or: 
Multiple before/after 
school detention(s) 
Suspension 
Restriction of technology 
privileges 
Loss of school privilege 
Parent Conference 

Either /and/or: 
Multiple before/after 
school detention(s) 
Suspension 
Restriction of technology 
privileges 
Loss of school privileges 
Parent Conference 

Reckless/damaging care of Either /and/or: Either/and/or: 
laptop/accessories including eacher consequence eacher consequence 
but not limited to: Item replaced or damage Item replaced or damage 
Carrying laptop outside of restitution made restitution made 
case; laptop in unauthorized Call/notify home Call/notify home 
places (locker, backpack, Possible police notification Possible police 
cafeteria, etc); eating/drinking notification 
near laptop; 
decorating/defacing laptop; 
vandalizing laptop 

Either /and/or: 
eacher consequence 

Item replaced or damage 
restitution made 
Restriction/removal of 
echnology privileges 

Call/notify home 
Possible police 
notification 

Either /and/or: 
Multiple before/after 
school detention(s 
Item replaced or damage 
restitution made 
Suspension 
Restriction of technology 
privileges 
Loss of school privileges 
Parent Conference 

Violation of acceptable use 
policy including but not 
limited to: recording sound, 
picture. Video on school 
grounds without 
permission/facilitation by 
faculty; violation of copyright 
laws; use of and/or viewing 
obscene, profane, lewd, 
inflammatory, threatening, 
disrespectful language or 
images; causing damage or 
disruption; engaging in 
personal attacks, use of false or 
defamatory information; 
downloading, installing or 
using of unauthorized 
software; sharing/accessing 
passwords, access codes, etc; 
use of someone else's name, 
account, etc. 

Either /and/or: Either /and/or: Either /and/or: 
School detention(s) Multiple before/after Suspension(s) 
Office calls home school detention(s) Parent conference 
Restriction/removal of Suspension Restriction/removal of 
echnology privileges Office calls home/possible echnology privilege:s 

Possible police notification conference Loss of school privileges 
Restriction/removal of Possible police 
echnology privileges notification 

Possible police 
notification 

Either/and/or: 
Out of school 
suspension(s) 
Parent conference 
Restriction/removal of 
technology privileges 
Loss of school privileges 
Possible police notification 


